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Cirrus trailed sowing combination
Sow successfully – harvest successfully
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Cirrus
They do nothing but impress with their high output,
quality of work and robustness!

Cirrus
Faster, economical, better!
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Watch it on TV:
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Cirrus

Sowing makes the harvest …
… says an old proverb which is still valid today, because
now, as then, the foundations for consistently high yields
are laid during sowing and so, to get the crop off to as
good a start as possible; all the major demands made on
the sowing system should be fulfilled as much as possible.

The ground rules for sowing
can be clearly defined
by the following guidelines:
Maintenance of the optimum planting depth in relation
to the type of crop; planting depth should be not too
shallow, nor too deep!
Optimum lateral and longitudinal distribution of the seed!
Sufficient seed coverage, without open seed furrows but
not buried out of sight!
Creation of sufficient fine soil around the seed!
Sufficient reconsolidation and restoration of the capillary
water action!
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Top benefits

In addition to the usual demands on arable farming, economic factors are becoming
increasingly important. Meanwhile the attractiveness of utilising alternative sowing
technologies is influenced by energy and economic parameters. These, in detail are:
High acreage outputs due to the larger working widths
and/or higher forward speeds
Moderate pulling and tractive power required
Reduced fuel consumption
Lower repair and wearing costs

Cirrus 6002
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Cirrus

The Cirrus concept
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Concept

On-board electronics:
The AMATRON 3 in-cab terminal
allows the convenient control
and monitoring of all essential
machine functions.

Agronomical and ecological demands
fulfilled to perfection:
1) Hopper position: the position of the seed hopper up
front ensures improved tractor traction thanks to the
weight transfer and provides lots of space for tight
turns on the headland and easy access to the metering
system. The fill level of the hopper has no effect on the
seed placement depth.

2) Metering: quickly exchangeable metering cassettes
together with a high performance blower fan ensure
an even seed delivery to the distributor head, even
when sowing at maximum speeds. The forward speed
impulses are provided via radar and a tramline system
is fitted as standard.
3) Seedbed preparation: the disc segment, with maintenance-free, specially angled discs, gives a perfectly
tilled and level seedbed. The working depth can be
hydraulically adjusted during operation.
4) Reconsolidation: specifically developed wedge ring tyres
consolidate the seedbed in strips. The sowing coulters
follow smoothly and accurately in these defined wedge
ring profiles, even at high speeds.
5) Seed placement: the RoTeC+ Control system with optimised coulter pressure and central depth control on the
Cirrus fulfil the highest demands on seed placement.
6) Seed embedment: agronomical benefits are provided
by the choice between the Exact following harrow
(normal/damp conditions) or the Roller harrow (dry
conditions, spring crops). The intensity of either the
Exact following harrow or the Roller harrow can be
adjusted to suit all situations.
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Cirrus

Better manoeuvrability
for higher outputs

Cirrus 4002

Drawbar and headland manoeuvring –
all in one turn
The standard equipped, lower link drawbar in conjunction
with the specific design of the swivel headstock allows the
Cirrus to turn on the headland at up to the full steering
angle. So it’s the turning circle of the tractor that is the
limiting factor. Small headlands and extremely short turn
round times are the typical characteristics of areas that
have been sown with the Cirrus.

In order to prevent deep wheel marks and damaging soil
compaction, the Cirrus can turn on the headland using all
the wedge ring tyres.

According to a test reports, the Cirrus is “astonishingly
manoeuvrable”
(profi 06/2006)

You hear “one of the most manoeuvrable trailed seed drills
on the market”
(dlz agrar magazine 12/2008)
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Technology | Manoeuvrability and output

Cirrus 6002

Position of the seed hopper – filling, calibration and emptying made easy
The arrangement of having the seed hopper at the front
of the machine near to the tractor rear axle offers many
advantages. A major part of the seed hopper weight is
transferred directly on to the tractor rear axle. improving
the traction. So the coulter units are not affected by varying

fill levels and the planting depth quality remains constant
during every phase. The layout and the covering of the
hopper offer optimum accessibility for all tasks – including
filling and calibration as well as emptying and cleaning.

Compact, fast, safe!
For road transport the machine can quickly be folded to a
transport width of 3 m. The oversized tyres also provide an
especially smooth travel on the road. As standard, the Cirrus

Transport position

comes with a full braking system and corresponds, in all
respects, to the German traffic regulations for permissible
forward speeds of up to 40 km/h.
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Cirrus

Cirrus slide seal
Reliability and comfort are the key

2-row angular contact
ball bearing
Face seal built
in conical seals

2 x O-Ring

2 x cast rings
with face seal
SAE 90 Gearbox oil filling
(40 cm³)
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Technology | Slide seal

Large clearance for less draft and a smooth run

Perfect bearing sealing

Twin-row compact disc harrow
element – seedbed preparation
and sowing in one pass

The combination of felt ring and extremely high quality
face seals perfectly protect the 2-row angular contact ball
bearing races. So, with one oil fill as lifelong lubrication,
grease nipples are avoided. Thus, the maintenance time of
the compact disc harrow element is substantially reduced.
Face seals have been used in the construction industry for
decades for sealing rollers and the running gear of tracklaying vehicles and they are proven to work reliably under
the hardest of operational conditions.

The twin-row compact disc harrow loosens, crumbles and
levels the seedbed prior to sowing. In this way two operating
passes can be combined. For conservation farming, additionally any surface straw is again distributed and incorporated.
Plentiful clearance, even at high forward speeds, identifies
the twin-row compact disc harrow element. No blockage
from straw or crop residues. The operating intensity of the
discs can be individually adapted whilst on the move. Telescopic side discs provide an even match between bouts on
the outer extremities. The large distance between the back
disc row and the wedge ring tyres ensures that the machine
is easy to pull and smooth running. The soil flow off the discs
has already come to a rest before the wedge ring tyres.

Rubber suspension elements –
reliable and maintenance-free
The discs are mounted on a sprung rubber suspension
system for individual soil contour following. In addition,
the rubber sprung buffers act as an overload safety device
on stony soils. In this way, a safe, maintenance-free operation of the compact disc harrow system is ensured and at
a constant, even working depth.

Rubber suspension elements
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Cirrus

Simply ingenious!
Top marks for contour following, seed placement and operation

Sowing insurance!
In very dry periods – the water pump principle
The re-consolidated strips provide soil contact directly in the seed furrow.
In this way, capillary water reaches the seedling even in dry weather.
The wedge ring roller turns your soil into a water pump.

In very wet periods – the drainage principle
The loose soil absorbs any rain well and stores it. Rain from heavy downpours
simply drains into the unrolled, loose areas. This prevents soil erosion. In this
case, your soil works like a drain.
Even in heavy, wet soils, there is still enough loose ground between the rows
to cover the seed with loose soil.

Gaseous exchange – the lung principle
The loose soil also enables gases to be exchanged, so that the roots can breathe.
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Technology | Wedge ring tyres

Pre-running wedge ring tyres

Pre-running wedge ring tyres – roll first, then sow
The pre-running wedge ring tyres on the Cirrus provide
the strip-wise reconsolidation of less than half the seedbed
surface. Due to the restoration of the water draw, the seedling is sufficiently supplied with water resulting in a quick
early growth. After any rainfall, superfluous water is able
to seep away through the un-consolidated soil between

the wedge rings. This is the best protection against surface
capping. So, the loose soil near to the surface prevents unwanted water evaporation. The mixture of re-consolidated
and loose soil also improves the gaseous exchange around
the seedling which is particularly important for a healthy
and sustainable crop development.

The wedge ring tyres –
two functions combined
In principle, the wedge ring tyres of the Cirrus have two tasks:
1. Re-consolidation of the soil in strips ahead of the coulters.
2. For road transport and when turning only four of the
wheels are utilised making the machine capable of operating in extreme conditions in the field. The running
gear is equipped with brakes and is permitted to travel
at 40 km/h on the road.

16.6 cm row spacing
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Cirrus

Exact seed placement
from the RoTeC+ Control coulters

Cirrus 4002

Cirrus in 4 m and 6 m working width
Seed drills with integrated passive soil tillage are used
whenever relatively cost effective sowing with high work
rates is required. Conventional and, of course, more and
more, conservation arable farming systems are included in
the operational ranges. With the Cirrus, one has a machine,
with which it is possible to achieve precision sowing especially in medium to high yielding areas yet with a relevant
higher acreage output.

The Cirrus is equipped with the RoTeC+ Control coulter system. The very even and accurately controlled depth guidance
of the RoTeC+ Control coulter is achieved via the Control 25
depth guidance roller with its 25 mm wide contact surface
area. As this depth guidance is fitted to the side of the coulter, this principle operates with more accuracy than coulter
systems with a following, rigidly attached independent depth
guidance roller. The combination of a less aggressively angled

Technology | RoTeC+ Control coulter
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3 Adjustments
Sowing depth adjustment is via the
hydraulic coulter pressure, if necessary,
readjustment via the handle is possible.

1
2
3

400 mm seed disc, made from wear resistant high grade
Boron steel, and a special furrow former provide reduced
soil movement. The Control 25 depth guidance roller offers
a quick and comfortable adjustment of the sowing depth
between shallow sowing and sowing cereal seeds just via
the coulter pressure. If necessary a notched segment allows
for readjustment on the sowing coulter in 3 steps.
RoTeC+ Control coulters operate at a coulter pressure of up
to 55 kg and travel very smoothly indeed. Here, the actual
effective pressure on the coulter is, in comparison, higher
with AMAZONE because the pressure isn’t split between
the coulter disc and the following press roller but operates
solely on the coulter disc itself. The high load carrying capacity of the depth guidance roller results in an additional
advantage; operation at a constantly high, effective coulter
pressure. Thus the intensity of the seed embedment via the
Exact or Roller harrow can be adjusted completely independently from the coulter pressure.

Seed disc

Furrow former

Control 25 depth
guidance roller

AMAZONE RDS System

On the Cirrus, two row spacings are available: 12.5 cm as an
all-round solution or 16.6 cm for pure arable farming applications. For both coulter spacings, the tyres are equipped
with the relevant wedge ring profiles.

In addition to the agronomical advantages of reconsolidating the seedbed in strips with
consolidated and loose areas, the wedge ring tyre profile ensures a smooth coulter run.
Especially in medium to heavy soils, the wedge rings provide an even groove in which
the coulter is smoothly guided even at high speeds.
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Cirrus

Seed coverage with the
Exact following harrow S
Additional consolidation with the Roller harrow

Exact following harrow
The 15 mm thick Exact following harrow S is used in
conjunction with RoTeC+ Control coulter system. It offers
excellent wear characteristics and provides the perfect
seed covering even under the most arduous of operating
conditions.
The Exact following harrow covers and levels the open
seed furrows without blockage, even with large amounts
of straw present. With its individually pivoting harrow elements, the Exact S harrow follows the undulations of the
soil perfectly ensuring an even seed coverage on soils either

Cirrus 6002 with Exact harrow S

with or without straw. Especially for when sowing in less
favourable conditions, for instance, on wet, heavy soils,
the Exact S following harrow comes to the fore.
The harrow pressure is adjusted centrally by hand via two
levers. When equipped with the optional hydraulic harrow
pressure adjustment, locating pins predetermine the minimum and maximum settings. This way both the harrow
and coulter pressure are linked together and so can, during
operation, be adapted to changing soil conditions by the
use of just one tractor control valve.
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Technology | Harrow

Roller harrow
pressure

Coulter pressure

100 %

100 %

RoTeC+ Control coulters
Can exert up to 55 kg of coulter pressure. Here, the actual effective
pressure on the coulter is, in comparison, higher with AMAZONE
because the pressure isn’t split between the coulter disc and the
following press roller but operates solely on the coulter disc itself.

Roller harrow
The Roller harrow additionally consolidates the soil above
the seed furrow resulting in the optimum germination
conditions. This is recommended especially for light, dry
soils when sowing spring crops or rape. An undulating

surface profile that reduces erosion is the result. The special
advantage on offer is that the adjustment of the Roller harrow
pressure, from nothing up to 35 kg per roller, is completely
independent from the coulter pressure.

Cirrus 6002 with Roller harrow
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Cirrus

AMATRON 3 in-cab terminal

Machine overlapping operation
Control of all the important functions on the
Cirrus is carried out via the AMATRON 3 in-cab
terminal. This includes all operational functions,
as well as the initial setting up of the machine,
such as for example, calibration.
AMATRON 3 is an operator terminal that can
be used from seed drills to fertiliser spreaders
and crop protection sprayers enabling the optimum application rate control and operation.

AMATRON 3
As standard, the Cirrus is equipped with full electric metering
drive. This simplifies the calibration routine and any in-cab
changes in seed rate. The comprehensive electro-hydraulic
operation via the AMATRON 3 allows the control of all functions such as headland management or working depth of
the disc harrow segment from the tractor cab.
In addition, the in-cab terminal controls and monitors the
tramline function. This also includes useful wet hole and

obstacle avoidance solutions. Up to 20 field records can be
stored with all the relevant data. Via the serial interface
integrated into the AMATRON 3 the Cirrus, in combination
with a GPS terminal, can also be used for part-area site
specific sowing operations. The measurement of the forward speed is provided by radar.
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Control | AMATRON 3 and metering cassettes

Normal sized seed (600 ccm)

Medium sized seed (210 ccm)

Fine sized seed (20 ccm)

e. g. for spelt, oats, wheat

e. g. for barley, rye, wheat

e. g. for rape, stubble turnips, lucerne

The metering makes the difference – as standard equipment: 3 metering cassettes
The metering system is suitable for all seeds and sowing
rates from 2 to 400 kg/ha. Over-sized metering cassettes
produce a low peripheral speed protecting the seed from
damage. The conversion from fine to normal seed can be
carried out in seconds by changing the metering cassettes.
They can even be changed when the seed hopper Is full.
In addition to the standard supplied metering cassettes
(20 ccm, 210 ccm and 600 ccm output volume), cassettes
suitable, for example, for maize or specialised crops are
also available.

Metering cassette 120 ccm

Metering cassette 700 ccm

for catch crops, maize
and sunflowers

for peas and beans

Optional metering cassettes

Radar measures the forward speed

Electric metering drive
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Cirrus

Cirrus optional equipment

Cirrus with hopper extension

Wheel mark eradicators for sowing on the plough

Pre-emergence markers

Quick emptying device

Polyurethane filled running gear tyres

Filling auger
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Optional equipment

The right decision when choosing passive sowing technology
As a matter of principle it is the seed placement and embedment performance that characterises a seed drill. The
basis is a re-consolidated and finely crumbled seedbed or
no soil tillage at all where a direct sowing operation is used.
Seedbed preparation can be part of a passive sowing combination (Cirrus) or – in cases of limited time – be separated
so that a lightweight and high output solo machine (Citan)
can be put into the equation. Where many stones limit the

Evaluate it yourself:
Points (maximum 5)

use of disc coulter drills and the dryness factor (water saving)
is taken into account, tailor-made trailed seed drills for direct
sowing (Primera DMC or Cayena) may also be an interesting
alternative for when mulch sowing. For the specific choice
of a seed drill suitable for that site, the following categorisation can be helpful. Here one has to consider to what extent technical-economical reasons influence the decision.

Cirrus

Citan
solo seed drills

Primera DMC
trailed direct drill

Cayena trailed
tine seeder

• Conventional (plough)

5 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

• Conventional and conservation (mulch sowing)

5 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

• Conservation (mulch sowing)

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

/

/

5 pt.

5 pt.

• Continental, rather dry

1 pt.

3 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

• Maritime, rather damp

5 pt.

5 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

• … with straw removal

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

• … without straw removal but with good straw management *)

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

• … without straw removal but poor straw management

5 pt.

1 pt.

1 pt.

1 pt.

• … with straw removal

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

• … without straw removal but with good straw management *)

5 pt.

5 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

• … without straw removal but poor straw management

3 pt.

1 pt.

/

/

• No finely crumbled seedbed at the time of sowing

5 pt.

1 pt.

1 pt.

1 pt.

• Seedbed not re-consolidated

5 pt.

1 pt.

/

/

• Stony conditions

1 pt.

3 pt.

5 pt.

5 pt.

• Undulated area due to wheel marks, etc.

5 pt.

3 pt.

3 pt.

/

Arable farming criteria
1. Existing system

• Direct sowing (without prior soil tillage)

2. Climatic conditions

3. Yield potential and straw management
Low yield levels …

Medium to high yield levels …

4. Restricted seedbed preparation

Sum of arable farming criteria
5. Technical / economic criteria

4/6 m

• Purchase price per metre working width

6 / 8 / 9 / 12 / 15 m 3 / 4.5 / 6 / 9 / 12 m

1 pt.

5 pt.

6m

3 pt.

5 pt.

• Work rates ha/h per metre working width (approx.)

1 ha/h

5 pt.

1 ha/h

5 pt.

0.8 ha/h

3 pt.

0.8 ha/h

3 pt.

• Pulling power requirement per metre working width (approx.)

38 HP

1 pt.

19 HP

5 pt.

23 HP

5 pt.

23 HP

5 pt.

• Fuel consumption per hectare (approx.)

5.8 l

1 pt.

3l

5 pt.

3l

5 pt.

3l

5 pt.

• Wearing costs (approx.)

2.5 €/ha

1 pt.

1.5 €/ha

5 pt.

1.5 €/ha

5 pt.

1.5 €/ha

5 pt.

Sum technical-economical criteria
Total

*) Good straw management = short stubble < 100 mm, straw short chopped 50 – 70 mm, chaff distributed across the full cutting width and incorporated
(15 mm / 1 t straw)
The values for labour cost based on repeated test measurements with the DLG-Test Institute Groß-Umstadt. For detailed information, please refer to the
booklet “Intelligent crop production” or on the Internet under www.amazone.de
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Cirrus

AMAZONE – always in your vicinity
Your satisfaction is our challenge
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Service

The satisfaction of our customers
is the most important objective

Better to choose the original
right from the start

For this we rely on our competent sales partners. Also for
service queries they are the reliable contact partner for
farmers and contractors. Due to continuous training, our
sales partners and service technicians are always up to
date when it comes to looking after the state of the art
technology.

Your equipment is exposed to extreme demands. The quality of AMAZONE spare parts and wearing metal offers you
the reliability and safety you need for efficient soil tillage,
precise sowing, professional fertilisation and successful
crop protection.

We provide you with a first class
spare parts service

Only original spare parts and wearing metal are perfectly
matched to AMAZONE machinery in their functionality and
durability. This ensures the optimum operational performance. Original parts at a fair price pay off in the end.
Therefore, decide in favour of AMAZONE original technology!

The basis for our world wide spare parts logistics is the
central spare parts depot at our headquarters in HasbergenGaste. This ensures the maximum availability of spare parts,
even for older machines.
Parts which are available in our central spare parts depot
in Hasbergen-Gaste, ordered up until 17.00 hours, are dispatched the same day. 25,000 different line items of spare
parts and wearing metal are located in our highly modern
store and daily, up to 800 orders are sent to our customers.

The advantages of original spare parts and wearing metal
Quality and reliability
Innovation and efficiency
Immediate availability
Higher resale value of the used machine

VDMA campaign:
Pro-Original
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Technical data: Cirrus trailed sowing combination
Cirrus 4002

Cirrus 6002

Working width (m)

4.00

6.00

Transport width (m)

3.00

3.00

Operational speed (km/h)

12 – 20

Work rates (ha/h)
Pulling power requirement (kW/HP)
Seed hopper capacity (l)

3.0

4.8

110/150

147/200

2,200 (2,800)

3,000 (3,600)

Drawbar

Drawbar II, III, IV or V

Weight with 12.5 cm row spacing (kg)

5,900

Transport tyres (km/h)

7,600
4 integrated tyres

Number of wedge rings
Row spacing (cm)

8

12

12.5 / 16.6

12.5 / 16.6

Illustrations, content and technical data are not binding! Machine illustrations can vary due to country-specific traffic legislation.
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